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E9EL017    Dating Song *** (Advanced) 

 
Section 1  
Choose the best answers. 
 
1. You will hear Andy and Tony make 4 suggestions for the chorus. Only the first 

sentence of each suggestion is given below. All of them contain a repetition.  
Write down the repeated words from the suggestions in the spaces provided. 

 
Suggestions Words repeated 

A. “My Michelle, the belle of Hong 
Kong High School…” 

 
 
 

B. “Give me one chance to take you 
to the movies…” 

 

 

 

C. “My heart is hammering all 
through	the	day…” 

 
 
 

D. “It's easy to love you in the 
morning…” 

 
 
 

 
2. You will hear Andy explain the meaning of “epistrophe”. “Epistrophe” is the 

repetition of the end of a line. Which one of the following uses epistrophe? Put a 
tick () in the boxes provided. 
 

 

Suggestions Epistrophe 

A. “My Michelle, the belle of Hong Kong High School…”  

B. “Give me one chance to take you to the movies…”  

C. “My heart is beating all through the day…”  

 
3.  According to Andy, which of the following is TRUE? 
   

 
 A.  A chorus is repeated more than once in a song. 
 B.  A chorus must have a repetition. 
 C.  A chorus contains difficult words. 
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E9EL017    Dating Song *** (Advanced) 

 
Section 2 
Choose the best answers. 
 
1. A simile is used to compare one thing to another by using words such as “like” or 

“as”. According to Andy’s second example, “your voice” is like __________. 
 
 A.     something from the Bible 
 B.     something from heaven 
 C.     something that can fly  
 
2. When you use a metaphor, you are saying that a person, place, animal or thing is 

something else. According to Tony’s metaphor, which of the following could also 
be used as one of his lines?” 
 

 
 A.     “It shines for you my dear, it’s bright when you are here” 
 B.     “For you it waves and flows, the ocean always knows” 
 C.     “For you it booms and booms, you make the flowers bloom” 
 
3. According to Andy’s explanation of the difference between simile and metaphor, 

which of the following is a simile? 
 

 
 A.     Love is like an open road. 
 B.     Love is a fire. 
 C.     Love is a beautiful flower. 
 
4. In Andy’s verse suggestion at the end, how does he describe what it was like seeing 

Michelle? 
  
 
 A.     He felt great.  
 B.     He was rather worried. 
 C.     He was nervous but excited. 
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E9EL017    Dating Song *** (Advanced) 

 
Section 3 
Choose the best answers. 
 

1. 	 In the line “Your smile is like the sun…”, the simile suggests that Michelle makes 
Andy feel__________. 

   

 
 A.     positive 
 B.     lonely 
 C.     hot 
 
2. In the line “Your voice is like a bird’s, I flutter to your words”, why does Tony use 

the word “flutter”? 
 
 A.     Andy reacts to her voice like birds are attracted by other birds. 
 B.     Andy wants to fly in the air like a sound wave would move around her. 
 C.     Andy is trying hard to please her and win her love. 
 
3. Which of the following would best fit in with Tony’s final line “I need you darling, 

like…” ? 
 

 
 A.     “…we’ve been friends since childhood” 
 B.     “…food for hungry people” 
 C.     “…a dolphin needs the ocean” 
 
4. In Andy’s final verse suggestion, he says when it is dark at night __________. 
   

 
 A.     they need candlelight to see 
 B.     the streets are bright because of the street lights 
 C.     Michelle makes him feel bright and happy 
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5. Andy suggests repeating the chorus at the end with slightly different words. 
 Which of the following would be the best lines for a final chorus? 
   

 
 A.     I have many feelings I don’t know how to begin. 
 I look at the sky and see that we’re within. 
 
 B.     It’s crazy to love you in the morning. 
 It’s crazy to love you all the time. 
 
 C.     It’s dreamy to find you in the same class. 
 I’m delighted to go to school today.	


